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All relationship advice that focuses on “doing stuff for each other” is superficial

and is unlikely to yield a lasting result. Satisfying each other’s material desire and

playing into tropes seen on tv and movies just makes bad relationships feel

bearable.

Only when the two people are joined on the basis of the spirit can true understanding of the other be achieved. Genuine

compassion between lovers only happens when the fulfillment of material and mental expectations planted in us by the

world become secondary to our devotion.

Worldly relationships are just that, worldly. They function only to temporarily relieve the general physical discomforts of

existence.

A relationship based on the spirit is one that honours the flesh but is not of it.

When we are willing to put aside our demands of our husbands and wives to soothe attachments or urges, we can begin to

build a union based on service and duty to one another. Wherein all needs are still met but the meeting of those needs are

no longer the point of being together.

You do things for each other because you aren’t functioning as two separate people with separate needs. When spirits join

taking care of one another is synonymous with taking care of oneself.

My happiness is not isolated from my husbands happiness and vice versa.

Changing the way we think about our roles in marriage can be the difference in begrudgingly and resentfully keeping score

of who’s done what for who lately, and a harmonious flow, give and take, and effortless unfolding of two lives ever becoming

more one.
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